Risk Sciences Group Launches DMITRI℠ 8.0
New Version of Leading RMIS Application Improves Key Usability and Customization Features
ATLANTA (April 13, 2015) — Risk Sciences Group® (RSG®), part of Broadspire® and leading provider of
risk management information systems (RMIS), announces that version 8.0 of its DMITRI RMIS
application is now available. This improved version of the robust, industry‐leading RMIS provides a range
of new user‐requested and tested usability and customization features, including an enhanced shortcut
bar with easy access to favorites, task history and data addition, along with a streamlined, collapsible
viewing format that displays more data on screen with less scrolling.

Broadspire is a leading third‐party administrator of workers compensation claims, affinity and liability
claims and medical management services and is a unit of Crawford & Company®.

The most significant DMITRI improvements are:






An updated style sheet and login page
A cleaner/simpler interface throughout the application
Better navigation via a revised global shortcut pane
Improved efficiency by 50% through better search capabilities and screen display
Improved Favorites, History and “Add New” functionality

“The enhancements in 8.0 make DMITRI one of the most powerful and easy to use RMIS in the
marketplace,” said Mark Stergio, CEO of Risk Sciences Group. “This release is the direct result of input
we received from clients attending our Partner's Conference, and we are excited to bring the benefits of
the new version to our partners.”

Now in its 24th year, RSG’s annual Partner’s Conference provides interactive training sessions for clients,
who in turn provide detailed feedback and tips on how they customize and use the company’s software.
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RSG has been offering RMIS products and services for 37 years, and the first version of DMITRI was
introduced in 2011.

DMITRI 8.0 will be demonstrated at the upcoming RIMS Conference and Exhibition, April 26‐29 in New
Orleans, at booth #521. At the booth, attendees will be able to experience additional new, intuitive
DMITRI features that deliver both an improved look and feel and enhanced functionality, including
upgraded navigation and search capabilities along with an intelligent, contextually adaptable interface
that modifies how information is delivered based on the current task.
About RSG®
Risk Sciences Group® (RSG®) delivers risk management information systems (RMIS) that provide the
ability to track and consolidate multi‐coverage claims data and enterprise‐wide exposures to risk by
maintaining highly accurate and credible databases on behalf of each client.
About Broadspire®
Broadspire®, a leading third‐party administrator, offers casualty claim, medical management, accident
and health, and disability and leave management solutions, helping increase employee productivity and
reducing the cost of risk through early intervention, professional expertise and data analytics. As a
Crawford Company, Broadspire is based in Atlanta, Ga. Services are offered by Crawford & Company
under the Broadspire brand in countries outside the U.S.
About Crawford®
Based in Atlanta, Ga., Crawford & Company (www.crawfordandcompany.com) is the world's largest
independent provider of claims management solutions to the risk
management and insurance industry as well as self‐insured
entities, with an expansive global network serving clients in more
than 70 countries. The Crawford Solution™ offers comprehensive,
integrated claims services, business process outsourcing and
consulting services for major product lines including property and casualty claims management, workers
compensation claims and medical management, and legal settlement administration. The Company’s
shares are traded on the NYSE under the symbols CRD‐A and CRD‐B.
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